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About This Game

Toilet Run is a first-person maze runner. Navigate your way to porcelain before your bladder explodes. The game consists of six
levels, designed to test your skills of hapless navigation.
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Well, this \u201cearly access\u201d VN has been abandoned for sure (at least on the day I last played it, 11\/09\/2016). Missing
sprites (right in the beginning of the game), uninteresting and barely developed characters, wasted concept. Like Infinite Game
Works Ep 0, it had a certain potential, but the execution of this project failed. It\u2019s sad, the art style is lovely and the BGM
is much better than the first game, and when things start to get somewhat interesting, it ends. Just like that.

I don\u2019t know if the developers still read reviews (probably not), but I really hope that they can start working on this
project again. At least add just a bit more of content and finish the story. Leaving it in EA for almost a year without any news is
a really mean thing to do to the players.

2\/10. Avoid these two games, even on sale.. Has stopped working and will not load. Its alright and neat when played on a device
with a touch screen. Feels a bit like Empire at War in space.. Oh my goodness, this is more campy than a 70's sci-fi TV show

With none of the charm. GREAT 8 BIT ADVENTURE. I killed an hour and a half with this ... "game". But after that hour and
a half it was running very slowly (despite firing all staff and selling all decorations) so there's definitely a memory leak in there.
On top of that, it's far too easy and the gameplay is one dimensional and gets old pretty fast.

I honestly wouldn't bother with this one. Either it's an entirely incomplete game, in which case it shouldn't have been released
already -- or it's just plain not fun.

Best case scenario you've got some friends over and you're all drunk, give it a whirl -- but I'm uninstalling because it couldn't
keep me interested in an actual playthrough once... So I certainly wouldn't be interested in playing again.

Oh, and the Leaderboard doesn't have any way to return to the main menu, I had to alt-tab out and close the process.. This not a
HOG in any way. It's well enough presented but only really suitable for young children. The "Hidden Object" tag should
definitely be removed as it's misleading. The game itself is more of a guess-the-unrevealed-object affair which is very simplistic
and without depth or any real story. Get it for the youngster if you like but otherwise avoid. It's not terrible, just pointless.
3\/10.. i cant play this
and useally these simulators have bad graphics
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So, When's that UE4 Version coming out?

Or ya'know, the rest of the game?. I wouldn't mind if the game was free but to ask for 2 euro for a game thats 14 minutes long is
insane. There is no payoff to this so cold "Story" and if you see the trailer thats it you have seen the whole game take my advice
stay clear of this game.. If you're a fan of monster girls and dungeon exploration RPGs like Operation Abyss, Etrian Odyssey,
Sakura Dungeon, and Dungeon Travelers 2, you'll probably enjoy this. If you dislike metric tons of innuendo (blatant and
subtle) or weak male leads, this probably isn't for you.

Also: Try not to play this on a laptop unless you have a controller or external mouse. You will eventually regret it.. you ever
wanted to play a ufo and bugger litle farm animanls?
well here's your chanse to do exacly that
get in the hide ofr farm herding aliens
and have fun in the game for many hours
(controler is advised). I like the idea of this game. The music is great. However, both tools crudely cut the beards. The rent
increases for no apparent reason, even when I haven't moved to a new shop, and one minute is not enough time for the rising
prices.. a sequel to one of the best HOGs i have ever played... but.... not as good as the first one

pros.
the HO scenes is a bit more detailed and more difficult compared to the first one (still very easy tho)....
nice graphics...
very interesting style of an HOG...

cons.
the resolution..... many HOGs has this low resolution...
short...
cheasy dialogues...
no cards....

6/10 recommend it

p.s. pls add cards. Such a cute game!
+ I'm in love with the soundtracks!
+ Nice arcade graphics!
+ 3 Special Skills for orc and elf
+ Excellent Lore, loved it so far

- No leveling
- No talents or skills or points
- No upgrade system
- No point in playing more than once

Verdict:
5.5/10 -> Would buy if developers upgrade the game and add an upgrade system that can actually keep the player interested.
However, nice and simple story.. game makes me touch things i never touched and the jump is delayed but i like the game.

Version 1.5 Released:
Includes the following:

+ One new and one significantly revised level
+ Randomization of game goals on replay
+ Full rework of game post-processing
+ Mouse sensitivity control
+ New menus, displays, and credits
+ Small enhancements and bug fixes. Version 1.6 Released:
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Includes the following:

+ Second level rework
+ Improved textures and props
+ Environmental effects
+ Occlusion culling
+ Bug and lighting fixes
+ Loading optimizations and indicators
+ Unity engine upgrade (2018.3.11f1)
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